Introduction
In elementary cases the evaluation of a definite integral under a continuous transformation of variables involves the Jacobian of the transformation where the Jacobian is given in terms of derivatives.
Furthermore, in elementary cases the transformations involved are usually one-to-one. It is the purpose of this, paper to study the metric foundations of continuous (not necessarily one-to-one) transformations in (complete) metric spaces in order to develop formulas for the transformation of definite integrals. Radó and Reichelderfer [4] (:) have developed such a theory of metrical and topological properties of continuous transformations in the plane. We shall be concerned with their results on metrical properties and in the next few paragraphs we shall review these results.
Let © be a bounded, connected open set in the uv-plane. A pair of realvalued functions x (u, v), y(u, v) , bounded and continuous on D, determines a continuous transformation T:x=x(u, v) , y=y (u, v) , (u, »)GD, which in complex notation z = x+iy, w = u+iv can be written in the form T:z = t(w), wSD. If E is any set in the w-plane, then T(ED) will denote the image of ED in the z-plane and | T(ED) | will denote the Lebesgùe exterior measure of T(E<D). If £ is any set in the z-plane, then r_1(£) will denote the set of all those points to£D whose image is in E and this set is termed the inverse of E under T. The symbol N(z, T, E) will be used to denote the number (possibly equal to + oo) of distinct points w in the set E-T_1(z).
Let 73 be a set in the w-plane satisfying the conditions (i) B is measurable, and (ii) for every oriented (2) rectangle 7? such that(3) ic°CO, the set T(R"B) is a measurable set in the z-plane. Such a set B is called a base set. The determination of the base set B for applications depends upon topological properties of T and we shall not be concerned in this paper with such properties except that 73 is a Borel set.
For each oriented rectangle R such that it0 CO we define G(R) = \ T(RnB) |. A transformation T is called of bounded variation with respect to the base Presented to the Society, April 26, 1947 ; received by the editors February 26, 1947.
(') Numbers in square brackets are used to refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
(*) A rectangle R is termed oriented when its sides are parallel to the coordinate axes. is summable. Given a point w£D, let us consider a sequence of oriented closed squares sn such that w£s"CiD and lim |s"| =0. If, for every such sequence, the quotients G(sn)/\ sn\ converge to a finite limit (which is then necessarily the same for all such sequences), then this limit is called the derivative of G(R) at w and is denoted by G'(w) provided only that one of the two integrals involved exists. We shall show in this paper that results comparable to those of Radó and Reichelderfer [4] can be obtained in complete metric spaces. For this purpose we shall work with analytic sets and the continuous images of analytic sets. Since much of this material is scattered in the literature, for the convenience of the reader we give, in Chapters I and II, the theorems necessary for our theory of continuous transformations.
In Chapter III concepts of bounded variation and absolute continuity are introduced and general transformation formulas are given. In Chapter IV the general theory is applied to the above results in the plane.
The essential tool in the development of our theory (see §2.9) is the decomposition of the set being transformed into a denumerable number of mutually disjoint sets on each of which the transformation is one-to-one plus a set which under our definition of bounded variation plays no role in the (4) In the following sections we give some relationships concerning the operation zA. In most cases where mere set identities are concerned the proofs are either left as exercises for the reader or suitable references to the literature are given.
1.2. Lemma. Every positive integer n can be written uniquely in the form n = 2a~1(2ß -l), where a and ß are positive integers.
1.3. Lemma. For any set E we have that E=zA(W), %:E4, = E. where «i = 2ai-1(2/3i -1) ; and 00 II E = C/tf(St) , 31 : En,n-, -• -nt = ^n,«^»,.,«.! ■ ■ -n^,,,^-.
n-l where k = 2a~1(2ß-l). (See, for example, Hausdorff [2, pp. 90-93] .) íGPn1B2.-ntfor k = l, 2, • • • . Then^GP which contradicts that />£zEj"i &i -E. Therefore, if a point p is in the left side of the above relationship it is also in the right side.
1.10. Let y denote a family of subsets of an abstract space 1. Let S denote the operation of adding a denumerable number of sets, II denote the operation of multiplying a denumerable number of sets, Q denote the operation of taking the complement of a set, and D denote the operation of taking the difference of two sets. By a family of sets K(J, Í2) we shall mean a family of sets which contains the family of sets J and is closed under the operations ß, where ß denotes a combination of any of the preceding operations 2, II, Q, D. Proof. From §1.12, <B(J, 2, Q) is a family of sets KCJ, 2, Q, II, D). Hence «(7, 2,e)DB(7, s,n).
Let B' be the class of sets E of <B(J, 2, n) satisfying that if E<GB(J, 2, II) then QEG.BÇJ, 2, II). Let F be a closed set and let Fn be the set of points of 14. The Souslin class over a family of sets J, which we denote by S ij), is the family of sets derived by the operation zA on all possible determining systems of J, that is, a set EGS (J) if E =w/f(H), «:£♦€?. From §1.3 and §1.5 it follows that S (J) is a family of sets KÇJ, 2, n) and hence S(7)D«(7, S, H). A set E is called measurable with respect to a given Carathéodory outer measure i> if for every subset Q of M, <&(Q) = $(QE) + $(QQE).
It follows immediately that every set P for which <£(£) =0 is measurable. We have (see, for example, Saks [5, pp. 43-52] 
Theorem. Let <£(£) be a Carathéodory outer measure for sets E in a metric space M. Then the class "M of measurable sets is a completely additive class of sets (see §1.12) containing the class of Bor el subsets of M and $(P) is a measure on M (see §1.16).
If for each set £, there is a measurable set ZOP such that $(P) = $(H), then $>(P) is called a regular Carathéodory outer measure. The set ZZ is called a measurable hull of P.
If i>(M) is finite we shall call i>(P) a finite Carathéodory outer measure.
Lemma. If $(E) is a finite Carathéodory outer measure and H is a measurable hull of E, then (i) for every measurable set ZZiCZZ-E, we have $(Hi) =0, and (ii) for every measurable set ZZ2Z>P, HH2 is also a measurable hull of P.
Proof. To prove (i) let Hi he a measurable subset of H -E. Then 4>(P) = *(ZZ) = *(ZZ-ZZi) + #(ZZi)^$(P) + i»(ZZi). Thus (i) follows.
To prove (ii) let H2 be a measurable set containing P. Then PCZZZZ2
and ^(E) = ^(H)^^(HH2)^^(E).
Hence HH2 is a measurable hull of P.
1.18. Theorem. Let $(P) be a finite regular Carathéodory outer measure for sets E in a metric space M and let Jit be the class of sets measurable with respect to <£ (see §1.17). Then 9ït contains the class of analytic sets (see §1.15).
Proof. This theorem is true even if $ is a general Carathéodory outer measure (see, for example, Saks [5, pp. 47-50] ) but we shall give a proof for the case where i> is finite and regular (see Kuratowski [3, p. 58] ). Since Vît contains the closed subsets of M the theorem will be proved by showing that S (M) =M (see §1.14). Let P =iA(W), 2I:£*e-2*t. Let ZZ» be a measurable hull of the set Z* defined in §1.7. By the lemma in §1.17, El =H.^,E^ is also a measurable hull of Z* and satisfies the conditions Z*CP* CP«. Then by §1.8, E=*A(%L'), a':E¿eS)í. For each <p (see §1.7)
K-é, £<*.:■) c p; -¿z<*.» = p; -z*.
Since El is a measurable hull of Z*, by the lemma in §1.17, for each <p $(p; -¿ EU,^ = 0.
[March By the inclusion relationship of §1.9
Ê£;-£ci(ê;-É4A j-i * \ »-i / Since the right side of this last relation is a denumerable summation of sets of f> measure zero, the sum of these sets is a set of 4> measure zero. Hence the set on the left side is of $> measure zero. Since each set E} GSW and the sum of these sets contains E, it follows that EGM. Thus S C7tf)C9tf. From §1.3, 5WCS (9tf). Therefore, S (9*0 =M. and the theorem follows. (ii) for each point p*(E.A* there is at least one point pÇ£A for which p*=tip), (iii) for each sequence of points p» such that p"GA, pn-^PoGA, the sequence /(p")-»¿(po). For each set ECZM, T(EA) will denote the set of those points p* of A* for which there is a point p££<4 such that p* = t(p). For each set E*(ZM*, T_1(E*) (called the inverse of the set E* under 7") will denote the set of those points p of A for which t(p) ££*.
We shall use the symbol N(p*, T, E) to denote the number (possibly equal to + oo ) of distinct points in the set EA ■ T~y(p*).
2.2. A transformation T is called univalent on a set £ if T_1(p*) £ is a single point for each point p*£7(£). Let d(pi, p2) denote the distance between two points pi, p2 of M and let d(E) denote the diameter of a set P C.M (the diameter of a set P is the least upper bound of d(pi, p2) for points pi, p2 in P).
Lemma. If P=c/f(8l), 21 :P* where the sets P¿ are closed sets, then there exists a determining system 81' such that E=zA(W), 8l':P/, the sets El are closed sets, and d(E"in2.-."J-*0for k-+«>.
Proof. By the preceding paragraph and §1.4, E = E-M = zA(W), (ii) Take a point po*£E.B*. Then there is an infinite sequence of integers v=(ni, n2, • • • , »A,, • • ■ ) such that po*EBtini---nk for k = l, 2, • ■ • . Then for each integer k there exists points pk*(=.T(A Anin,.. -nk), pk=A-Amn2---nk such that d(pk*, p0*)<l/k and p*=t(pk)-Since if(^4",B2. .."t)->0 for k->oo, ph is a Cauchy sequence of points and (since M is a complete space) converges to a point PoElM. Since pkEAnw ■ -n¡ for every j^k (81 is a regular determin-(') The closure of a set E is the set E plus all its limit points. Hence, the closure of a set is a closed set.
[March ing system) and since the sets Amn2-nk are closed, the point poGAnin2-.-nk for k -l, 2, ■ ■ • . Thus poE-4 and t(po)G.A*. Since T is continuous on A, the sequence p* -t(pi) converges to t(pi) for k-*<x>. On the other hand, since d(p*, po*)<l/k, the sequence pk*->p0* for ¿->oo. Therefore. po* = t(p0) and po*EA*. Hence A*Z)B*.
From (i) and (ii), A* =73*. Hence A* is an analytic set.
2.7. Theorem. Under the same assumptions as §2.6, if 73* is an analytic set in A*, then T~X(B*) is an analytic set.
Proof. Since 73* is an analytic set there exists a regular determining system 23* of closed sets 73/ such that B*=<tA (%>*), 23*: 73/. We shall show that For each integer k we have a point pk such that pkGT~1(B*■ Btin2-■ -nk) and d(pk, pi) < l/k. Thus t(pi) E.Bt,"2.. ."y for every j^k (since 33* is a regular determining system). Since pk-*po and each 5/ is closed, t(p0) (EB*,n2.. ."t for k = 1, 2, • • Thus t(po)GB* and poGT'^B*). Therefore, ¿73er-1 (73*). (ii) Take a point po*GBk*. Then p0* is in one of the terms r(^4S",)
• Po*eAk*andBk*CAk*. From (i) and (ii) it follows that Ak*=Bh*. By §2.6, T(ASn) is an analytic set and hence, by §1.5, each term of the denumerable summation defining Bk* is an analytic set. Since the summation is a denumerable summation, by §1.5, Bk* is an analytic set.
Corollary.
Under the same assumptions as §2.6, the set A*, of those points p* for which N(p*, T, A) = + <*> and the set AX, = T~1(AZ) are analytic sets.
Proof. By the preceding theorem and §1. (1) is satisfied.
Theorem.
Under the same assumptions as §2.9, if B is an analytic set, then for each set X" defined in §2.9, the sets BX" and T(BX") are the difference of two analytic sets.
Proof. For each integer n (see §2.9), BX"=BEn -BYn is the difference of two analytic sets. T(BEn) and T(BYn) are analytic sets and T(BEn) = T(BXn) + T(BYn). Since T(BXn)-T(BYn) =0, T(BXn) = T(BEn) -T(BYn). Hence T(BXn) is the difference of two analytic sets.
Chapter III. Transformation formulas 3.1. Throughout this chapter M will be a complete and separable metric space and M* will be a metric space. v(E) and »>*(£*) will be finite Carathéodory outer measures which are regular with respect to open sets (see § §1.17, 1.19) defined on M and M* respectively. Sets measurable (see §1.17) with respect to v (v*) will be called r-measurable (immeasurable) sets.
For a given single-valued continuous transformation
J"from an analytic set A C M onto a (necessarily) analytic set A* CM* (see §2.1) we define a class M(T) of subsets of M as follows. A set E£Jil(T) if and only if, for each set Xn, n = 1, 2, • • •• , defined in §2.9, the set T(EXn) is a i»*-measurable set. While we shall work with a fixed decomposition of A for a given transformation T, we shall see in §3.4 that VYC(T) is independent of the decomposition of A into sets having the properties stated in §2.9.
3.3. Lemma. The class 'M(T) defined in §3.2 is a completely additive class of sets (see §1.12) containing all analytic sets.
Proof. The empty set obviously belongs to 5W(r).
Since EXn+X¿E = Xn and T(EXn) ■ T(XnQE) = 0 for n= 1, 2, • • • , if
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EEM(T), then T(XnQE) = T(Xn)-T(EXn

EM'(T). For a set EEM'(T) we have (since XI'CX{ + • • • +XJ + ■ ■ • ) EXi' = (EXi + • • • + EX,i + ■ ■ ■ )Xi' = EXi'Xi + • • • + EXi'Xni + ■ ■ ■ and T(EXi') = T(EXi'Xi) + • • • + T(EXl'XJ) + • • •. Since P and Xi' are in M'(T), the set EXI'EM'(T). Thus T(EXi')
is the sum of a denumerable number of p*-measurable sets and hence is itself a »'♦-measurable set.
Thus EE"M"(T). Therefore, W(T)CM"(T). Similarly M"(T)CM'(T) and hence M'(T)=M"(T).
3.5. Lemma. If E* is a v*'-measurable set in M* and E = T~1(E*), then
EEM(T).
Proof. Since £ is the inverse of P*, T(EXn) = T(Xn) ■ T(E) lorn = 1,2, ■ ■ Thus for each integer n, T(EXn) is the product of two immeasurable sets and hence is itself a ^-measurable set. Therefore, EEM(T). 3.7. Let 4> be a measure on a completely additive class of subsets of-an abstract space 1. Sets in this completely additive class of sets will be called «Immeasurable sets. A real-valued function/(p) defined on a $-measurable set £ is called a «5-measurable function on £ if, for every real number a, the set Ea = E{f(p) > a,peE\ is a «Ê-measurable set.
Let f(p) be a non-negative, «^-measurable function defined on a «f-measurable set £. Let m(f, £') denote the greatest lower bound of fip) for points pCE'. The definite integral of fip) over £ is defined to be a(p*,T,E,f) = 2Z°n(P*,T,E,f). 
it follows from §3.10 that <Tn(p*, T, E, f) is a »^-measurable function if EXn is a /¿-measurable set and / is a ¿u-measurable function on EXn.
(vi) From (v) it follows that o(p*, T, E, f) is a i^-measurable function if P is a /¿-measurable set and / is a /¿-measurable function on P.
3.13. Lemma. Iff(p) is any non-negative, finite-valued, p.-measurable function defined on A, then, for any u-measurable set E and any integer », f f(P)dß = f *n(p*, T, £, })dv*.
Proof, (a) From (v) of §3.12, an(p*, T, E,f) is a ^-measurable function. Since <Tn(p*, T, £,/) =0 for p*G-T(EX"), the integral on the right can be considered as taken over the set T(EXn). 3.14. Theorem.
If fip) is any non-negative, finite-valued, u-measurable function defined on M, then for any u-measurable set E, f fip)dß = f dp*, T, E, })dv*. (1) f fiP)dß = ¿ f f(p)dß.
of E n-lof EX"
By (vi) of §3.12, and by §3.10, cr(p*, T, E, f) is a immeasurable function.
Since each <rn(p*, T, E, f)^0 and cr(p*, T, E, f)=<Ti(p*, T, E, f)+ ■ ■ ■ +(Tn(p*, T, £,/)+ • • • we have (see Saks [5, Theorem 12.3, chap. I]) (2) f c(p*, T, E, f)dv* = 22 f «nip*, T, E, f)dv*.
The theorem follows from (1), (2) 
At least one of these integrals is finite by assumption. Hence the statement of the theorem follows.
That the existence of the integral on the right side does not in general imply the existence of the integral on the left side can be shown by the following example. Let A consist of two disjoint, closed, congruent squares Ji, s2 in the Mitplane and let s* be a third congruent square in the xy-plane. The transformation T consists of mating each of the squares Si, s2 congruently onto s*. Then Pis a single-valued, continuous transformation from A =Si + S2 onto A* = s*. The sets Xi, X2 can be taken as Si, s2 respectively and the sets Xn, n = 3, 4, • • -, as the empty sets. Let/(«, v) be a function which is nonnegative, Lebesgue measurable and has an infinite definite integral on si and takes on .corresponding negative values at corresponding points of s2. 
and the identity (iv) of §3.12.
If the integral on the right side exists then at least one of the the integrals f H(p*)o-(p*, T, Ei, g)dv*, f H(p*)c(p*, T, Ei, g)dv*,
is finite. By applying §3.14 to f(p) = H[t(p)]g(p) on £i and £2, the integral on the left exists. provided only that one of the two integrals involved exists.
Proof. By (ii) of §3.12, Hip*)Nip*, T, E)=cr(p*, T, E, H[tip)]) except on A*. Since Nip*, T, A) is a i>*-summable function, the set of points AJ* where Nip*, T, A) is infinite is of ^-measure zero (see, Saks [5, Theorem 11.8, chap . I]). The theorem follows then from §3.16.
3.19. Lemma. If T is B.V. on A, then, by §3.9, u(E, T) is a finite measure icompletely additive set function) on 5W(7).
3.20. The class Í7aí(7) of p-measurable sets and the class of »»-measurable sets (see §3.1) are not in general the same class of sets. However, by §3.2 and § §1.17, 1.18, both of these classes are families of sets K(S, 2, Q, U, D) (see §1.10), where S is the class of analytic subsets of M. Hence the product of these two classes, which we shall denote by 2Ji0(7), is a family of sets i<T (S , 2, &n,7>).
3.21. Assume T is B.V. on A. By the Lebesgue decomposition of a completely additive set function (see Saks [5, Theorem 14.6, chap. I] ) the set function uiE, T) can be expressed uniquely as the sum of two non-negative completely additive set functions u(E, T) = Ma(£, 7) + ".(£, 7), £ G %(7), where p"(£, 7) is an absolutely continuous set function with respect to v and p8(£, 7) is a singular set function with respect to v on 5Wo(7). That is to say, p"(£, 7") =0 for every set £G5Wo(7) of »»-measure zero and there exists a set es (called the singular set) in 2>io (7) of »»-measure zero such that usiQes, T) =0.
By the Theorem of Radon-Nikodym (see Saks [5, Theorem 14.11, chap. I]) the absolutely continuous set function pa(£, 7) can be expressed as the »"-integral of a non-negative, finite-valued function Dip, 7) which is both p-measurable and »"-measurable. Thus we can write uiE, T) = f Dip, T)dv + Ms(£, T), E G VXo(T). ,) ], the set T(EXn) is »»""-measurable. Hence EXn is /¿-measurable for each integer n and £ is a /¿-measurable set.
3.23. Lemma. If E is a u-measurable set, then there exist sets £i, E2EM0 (T) such that EiCECE2 and /¿(£i, P) =/¿(£, T) =u(E2, T).
Proof. For each integer n, the set T(EXn) is a »>*-measurable set. Since v* is regular with respect to open sets, we have Borel sets B*n, B*" such that P*nCP(PXn)CP2*Band v*(B*")=p*[T(EXn)]=v*(B*n). By §2.7, T~KBâ nd P_1(P*,B) are analytic sets. Hence, the sets Ei,n = XnT~i(B*n) and P2,n = A'nP-1(P*n) are sets in M0(T) and Ei,nCEXnCE2,n. = f /(7>)7>(/>, 7)^»».
•^ E 3.26. Assume 7 is B.V. on A. By using §3.25, the theorems in § §3.16, 3.18 can be stated in the following form.
Theorem. Assume 7 is B.V. on A. Iffip) is a finite-valued, u-measurable function defined on M and Hip*) is a finite-valued, v*-measurable function de-fined on M*, then, for any set £G5Wo(7), £C-4,
whenever the two integrals on the left exist but are not both infinite with opposite signs, and, iff(p) =0, whenever the integral on the right exists;
whenever either the two integrals on the left exist but are not both infinite with opposite signs or the integral on the right exists. whenever either of the two integrals involved exists.
Chapter IV. Applications to the plane 4.1. We now wish to show that the theory developed in the previous chapters applies to the results of Radó and Reichelderfer [4] in the plane as outlined in the introduction.
M will be taken as a bounded, closed, oriented square in the uv-plane; v(E) will be taken as the Lebesgue exterior measure of a set £ and will be denoted by | E\. where the summations are taken with respect to the squares 5 in Dn. Since gn(P*) is a nondecreasing sequence of non-negative, »''"-measurable functions, we have (see Saks [5, Theorem 12.6, p. 28 
